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Abstract—In this paper we propose an application for accessing privileged services on the web, which is deployed on JADE (Java Agent Development Framework) platform. There are many Organizations/Institutes which have subscribed to certain services inside their network, and these will not be accessible to people who are a part of the Organization/Institute when they are outside their network (for example in his residence). Therefore we have developed two software agents; the person will request the Client Agent (which will be residing outside the privileged network) for accessing the privileged services. The Client Agent will interact with the Server Agent (which will be residing inside the network which is subscribed to privileged services), which will process the request, and send the desired result back to the Client Agent.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Agent

An agent is a computer system or software that can act autonomously in any environment. Agent autonomy relates to an agent’s ability to make its own decisions about what activities to do, when to do, what type of information should be communicated to and with whom, and how to assimilate the information received. An agent in the system is considered a locus of problem-solving activity; it operates asynchronously with respect to other agents. Thus, an intelligent agent inhabits an environment and is capable of conducting autonomous actions in order to satisfy its design objective [1-5]. Generally speaking, the environment is the aggregate of surrounding things, conditions, or influences with which the agent is interacting. Data/information is “sensed” by the agent. This data/information is typically called “percepts”. The agent operates on the percepts in some fashion and generates “actions” that could affect the environment. This general flow of activities, i.e., sensing the environment, processing the sensed data/information and generating actions that can affect the environment, characterizes the general behavior of all agents.

B. MAS(Multi Agent System)

Multi-agent systems (MASs) [2, 5] are computational systems in which two or more agents interact or work together to perform a set of tasks or to achieve some common goals [5-8]. Agents of a multi-agent system (MAS) need to interact with others toward their common objective or individual benefits of themselves. A multi-agent system can be studied as a computer system that is concurrent, asynchronous, stochastic and distributed. A multi-agent system permits to coordinate the behavior of agents, interacting and communicating in an environment, to perform some tasks or to solve some problems. It allows the decomposition of complex task in simple sub-tasks which facilitates its development, testing and updating.

C. JADE Tool

JADE (Java Agent Development Framework) is a software framework fully implemented in Java language. It simplifies the implementation of multi-agent systems through a middleware that claims to comply with the FIPA specifications and through a set of tools that supports the debugging and deployment phase. The agent platform can be distributed across machines (which not even need to share the same OS) and the configuration can be controlled via a remote GUI. The configuration can even be changed at run-time by creating new agents and moving agents from one machine to another one, as and when required. The only system requirement is the Java Run Time version 5 or later. The communication architecture offers flexible and efficient messaging, where JADE creates and manages a queue of incoming ACL messages, private to each agent. Agents can access their queue via a combination of several modes: blocking, polling, timeout and pattern matching based. The full FIPA communication model has been implemented and its components have been clearly defined sub problems. It allows the decomposition of complex task in simple sub-tasks which facilitates its development, testing and updating.
II. RELATED WORK

Agent-based models have been used since the mid-1990s to solve a variety of business and technology problems. Examples of applications include supply chain optimization [9] and logistics [10], distributed computing [11], workforce management [12], and portfolio management [13]. They have also been used to analyze traffic congestion [14]. In these and other applications, the system of interest is simulated by capturing the behavior of individual agents and their interconnections. In this paper [15] a framework for constructing application in mobile computing environment has been proposed. In this framework an application is partitioned into two pieces, one runs on a mobile computer and another runs on a stationary computer. They are constructed by composing small objects, in which the stationary computer does the task for the mobile computer. This system is based on the service proxy, and is not autonomous. In our work we are building our system based on agents which adds a lot of flexibility and is autonomous. In this paper [16] a Multi-Agent system has been designed, for accessing remote energy meters from electricity board. In this the server said to be the host is located in the electricity board, and all the customers are the clients connected with the server. This MAS System helps in automating the task and thus replacing the human agents. It is similar to our scenario where we are automating the task of downloading papers from IEEE/ACM sites, and replacing human agents which can do the task being inside the privileged network. In this paper [17] architecture has been proposed for Secure and simplified Access to home appliances using Iris recognition, adding an additional layer of security and preventing unauthorized access to the home appliances. This model is also based on Server and Client approach, where the server will reside inside the home, and client will reside outside the home and send request to the server for performing task on behalf of the user. In this paper [18] an advanced method for downloading Web-pages from the internet has been proposed, we will be using many concepts from these to improve the working of the server agent and more utilization of bandwidth.

III. PROBLEM OVERVIEW

There are many networks which have privilege accessibilities to many sites and servers. For example inside NIT Durgapur, there is no authentication required for downloading papers and other documents from IEEE and ACM sites.

A user who has the right to access the privileged network will not be able to do so from outside the network. There can also be scenarios in which an Institute or Organization, can pay for some services to be accessed inside their network. In such situations, the user has to be inside the network to enjoy those services or, they can access the network from outside by means of a Proxy Server (There are some more possibilities).

IV. SCOPE OF WORK

The aim of this work is to automate this whole process. Make the work of the user easy and take advantage of the services or privileges that he is entitled to access, being a part of the Institute or Organization. Developing the agent in JADE allows us to implement it for Mobile devices also. The only requirement for running any JADE agent is Java Run Time Environment, which most of the Systems and Mobile Devices have.

In this project, the user will just need to send the keyword, and all the related documents matching that keyword will be downloaded and sent to the user. The user need not wait for the whole process to finish. He just needs to send the request, and the Multi-Agent System will perform the task for the User.

The main purpose of technology is to ease human work, so that the effort can be put to do more useful work. This project targets that specific purpose, with some added benefits to the user.

V. MULTI-AGENT BASED ARCHITECTURE

The agent system is divided in two parts:

1) There will be one single agent called Server Agent which will serve the requests of multiple users.

2) Multiple Client Agents which will send a request to the Server Agent in the form of a keyword.

A. Server Agent

This Agent will run autonomously inside the network which has privileged access, or has been authorized to a service. It will always be ready to accept request from clients in the form of keywords. Then the keywords will be searched in a Search Engine as shown in figure 1, and the source code of that web page as shown in figure 2 will be downloaded using Java. That webpage will contain many links, and also some documents. If a link is found while searching, then the source code of that webpage will also be downloaded. This can be visualized in the form of a graph as shown in figure 3. Building this graph will prevent us from searching for same links again. While parsing the source code of the webpage, whenever a link is found, the java code for downloading the source will be called again and will be executed in a different thread. Whenever any document is found then the java code for downloading files from web will be called and will be executed in a different thread. This process may continue forever, so we will restrict the depth of the graph from the starting page. Whenever we are parsing the source code which is at a maximum depth from the starting page then only documents in that web page will be downloaded.
Figure 1. Screenshot showing the main search page, when queried for multi-agent system.

Figure 2. Screenshot showing the source code of the main search page, and the link is highlighted.

Figure 3. Diagram showing the graph, of the links and documents.

B. Client Agent

This will be a very simple agent, it will perform two tasks:

1) Authentication of the user, it will send a request to the server with the credentials. If the user is authenticated then, the user will be able to perform his task.

2) Provide a simple GUI to the user for sending his keyword, relevant to which the user requires documents (or papers). The user can also directly send the link of the document or IEEE page and in this situation the keyword will not be searched in a search engine, but the server agent will perform the next step directly.

In figure 4 interactions between Client Agent, Server Agent and Java Codes in the Server has been shown. First step is the authentication process, in which client sends the credential to the server agent for verification. If the credentials are verified then the client will be granted access. The client then sends the search keyword to the server agent, which then verifies if the keyword is valid. If it is valid, then the server agent calls the Java code for downloading source code, which will search all the links starting from the main search page, and process as shown in figure 3. The source code downloader will send the list of all the documents found back to the server agent. Then the agent will send this list to the Document downloader code, which will download all the documents, and save it in a zipped folder ready to be sent to the client. Then it will notify the server agent that the downloading has been done, and finally the server agent will send the zipped folder to the client.

VI. PROTOTYPE DESIGN

Figure 5 represents the main JADE prototype elements. An application based on JADE is made of a set of components called Agents each one having a unique name. Agents execute tasks and interact by exchanging messages. Agents live on top of a Platform that provides them with basic services such as message delivery. A platform is composed of one or more Containers. Containers can be
executed on different hosts thus achieving a distributed platform. Each container can contain zero or more agents.

A special container called Main Container exists in the platform. The main container is itself a container and can therefore contain agents, but differs from other containers as

1) It must be the first container to start in the platform and all other containers register to it at bootstrap time.
2) It includes two special agents: the AMS that represents the authority in the platform and is the only agent able to perform platform management actions such as starting and killing agents or shutting down the whole platform (normal agents can request such actions to the AMS). The DF that provides the Yellow Pages service where agents can publish the services they provide and find other agents providing the services they need.

Agents can communicate transparently regardless of whether they live in the same container, in different containers (in the same or in different hosts) belonging to the same platform or in different platforms (e.g. A and B). Communication is based on an asynchronous message passing paradigm. Message format is defined by the ACL language defined by FIPA [19], an international organization that issued a set of specifications for agent interoperability. An ACL Message contains a number of fields including

a) the sender.

b) the receiver(s).

c) the communicative act (also called performative) that represents the intention of the sender of the message. For instance when an agent sends an INFORM message it wishes the receiver(s) to become aware about a fact (e.g. (INFORM “today it’s raining”)). When an agent sends a REQUEST message it wishes the receiver(s) to perform an action. FIPA defined 22 communicative acts, each one with a well defined semantics, that ACL gurus assert can cover more than 95% of all possible situations. Fortunately in 99% of the cases we don’t need to care about the formal semantics behind Communicative acts and we just use them for their intuitive meaning.

d) the content i.e. the actual information conveyed by the message (the fact the receiver should become aware of in case of an INFORM message, the action that the receiver is expected to perform in case of a REQUEST message).

In Figure 5

Host 3: Server Agent
Host 1: Client Agent
Host 2: Client Agent

Host 3 is the server, where the server agent will run. In this Agent B in Host 3 is the server Agent.

There are two clients Host 1 and Host 2, which will send a request to Agent B in Host 3.

Name of the Server Agent is B@Platform2, and its address is http://host3:7778/acc. The client Agent will use this address to send a request to Server Agent.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have developed an Agent based system for accessing privileged services in a network remotely. The service in this scenario is subscription to IEEE and ACM sites that do not require authentication inside the network. We have also automated the process of downloading papers/documents from the web that match the search keyword. This application is the first implementation of its type, so there is a lot of scope of improvement in it. We plan to improve the search and give better results, by considering the semantics of the search keyword. This work addresses one such privileged service, this model can be used as a base and can be expanded to include a lot more of such services and even provide automation wherever possible.
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